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(* Indicates inauguration of new chapter or new student branch.)
Recently an initiative was taken to revive the CSI Durgapur Chapter of Region II. A new managing committee had taken the charge of the Durgapur chapter under the able leadership of Prof. Asish Mukhopadhyay. He will be assisted by Mr. S.L. Chirenwal as Vice-Chairman, Mr. Lohitendu Badu as Secretary and Mr. Gautam Mandal as the Treasurer. The formal revival of the chapter was coincided with the organization of an excellent one-day workshop on Application of IT in Core Industry Using CAD on Sunday, April 29, 2012 in association with the Division III (Applications) chaired by Prof. Debesh Das.

The program was primarily supported and designed by Mr. Bimal Patwari of Pinnacle Software and Dr. S. Dasgupta, formerly of CMERI – both of them is also part of the new managing committee of the Durgapur Chapter. The workshop was attended by around 90 students and faculty from the local colleges and the instructors were from CMERI, Durgapur. The inaugural program was also attended by a large contingent from the CSI Kolkata chapter. Kudos to the new CSI team at Durgapur for the excellent program and the revival effort and we look forward for a vibrant Durgapur chapter in the days to come.
CSI Foundation day was celebrated on March 6th, 2012 with a grand function. Professor DVR Vithal, Fellow of CSI and the first student branch coordinator of First student branch of CSI graced the function and gave keynote address highlighting the contributions made by CSI in development of IT in India. Several other dignitaries have graced the function Dr. DN Rao, Dr. A. Goverthan, JNTU Hyderabad, Dr. M Chandra Sekar, Rector JNTU Hyderabad, Mr Raju L. Kanchibotla chairman, Mr. I.L. Narasimharao vice chairman CSI Hyderabad chapter were present.

Android workshop was also conducted for nearly 450 students at VNRVJET venue.

- I.L. NARASIMHA RAO
Vice Chairman, Computer Society of India, Hyderabad Chapter
CSI Mumbai Chapter celebrated a fellowship evening at 7.00pm at MIG Cricket Club, Bandra (E) in Mumbai on 17th April 2012.

Two lectures were organized on this occasion – one on ‘The Art of the Possible – Practical Applications (live demo) of Gesture Based and Thought Computing’ and the other on ‘Super Computing – The Cutting Edge of Computing.’

Dr Mrityunjay Bhadauria, CEO and Founder of Edukinect and Mr. Saurabh Sonawala, Patron CSI and CEO, Hinditron Group of Companies were the respective speakers for the two lectures. Dr. Bhadauria introduced the latest topic of gesture based computing in an interesting manner and demonstrated using Xbox and Microsoft toolkit how a human being can use gestures in an interactive manner to manipulate computer program. Potential of innovative computer applications using this technology is quite large.

Mr. Sonawala introduced the topic of supercomputing and took the audience through the historical developments in this area right from days when Cray introduced their first supercomputer. Now-a-days many super computers are manufactured using parallel processing technology and these are quite cost effective as compared to the earlier supercomputers.

Later in the evening, the earlier managing committee of Mumbai chapter led by Dr Vishnu Kanhere handed over the management of chapter activities to the new managing committee led by Mr. Ravi Eppituri. Mr. Ravi’s new team is quite young and Mumbai chapter is now looking forward to plethora of new initiatives and activities from this new committee.
Region VI
Pune
13 April 2012: Walk for Health

Walk for Health was organized in Hinjewadi, the biggest IT hub of Pune. The event was meant to spread awareness that about 40% IT professionals are prone to diseases like Cancer, Heart Attack and Diabetes. Simple lifestyle changes like walking can improve their health and add years to the life.

(From Left) Unmesh Bhatija, Abhishek Dharme, Dr. Asanare and Amit Dangle.

Apart from the symbolic walk, a free health check up camp is organized during the event. The event was flagged off by Mr. Mrityunjay Singh, DC Head Infosys and Mr. Unmesh Bhatija, COO, Icertis and Abhishek Dharme of Indus Health Plus. The occasion was graced by CSI Pune Chapter Chairman Mr. Amit Dangle and Dr. Asanare, Director, I2IT.

Walk in progress

By Amit Danglé
Region VII
Cochin
17 April 2012: Technical Talk on “INDUS”

Speaker: Mr. Mukesh Gupta

CSI Cochin Chapter in association with SAP India organised a half-day session to give an overview on the activities of INDUS, the SAP user group in India on 17th April, 2012 at Cochin. Mr. Mukesh Gupta from SAP India who represents INDUS spoke about INDUS and the benefits of joining this group. SAP users from different companies in and around Cochin attended the session and got an idea of this support platform of SAP in India.

4 - 5 May 2012: Two-day Workshop on “Android”

CSI Cochin Chapter in association with IEEE CS conducted a 2 day workshop on Android Bootcamp Training at Cochin on May 4th & 5th, 2012. This was a hands-on training for designing and building mobile applications using Android open-source platform which explained the philosophy of developing for Android through its main application development building blocks and their interaction with one another. Mr. Vijaykumar Nair K, CTO & Principal Enterprise Architect at Assyst, was the trainer for the event.
Region III
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Institute of Technology, Vasad, Gujrat
31 March 2012: Programming & Debugging Competition “OPTICODERS”

The Competition was held in two phases. First phase emphasized on Optimized Code for the given program definition and Second phase on debugging and error correction.

Participants at Competition

It was a wonderful exposure for students to enhance their technical skills. Moreover, it was a warming experience for the students.
A one day Workshop on “CLOUD COMPUTING: New ways of IT Services” was organized jointly by CSI- Division-IV (Communications) & Silicon Student Branch, Silicon Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar on 09.05.2012 at Bhubaneswar.

Mr. Ashwini K. Rath, Founder Director & CEO, ADII Research & Applications (P) Ltd, Bhubaneswar conducted the sessions. On this occasion, Mr. Ashwini Kumar Rath, enlightened the audience about cloud computing in details, where IT related capabilities and resources like computation, software applications, data access, data management and storage resources are provided as services and the end user only has to have a computer and internet connection to use these services. Apart from this the user doesn't have to worry about the purchase and maintenance of computer hardware, software and can scale the infrastructure to meet his/her unpredictable requirements. Additional resources can be allocated to the user on demand and the user has to pay for these additional resources as long as he uses these resources. Mr. Rath further provided a brief introduction about the upcoming cloud computing platform, BATOI.

Mr. Ashwini Rath delivering a talk

Question & Answer session was coordinated by Mr. Sanjay Kumar, IIT, Kharagpur. Mr. Sanjay Mohapatra, Chairman, Division-IV (Communications) and SBC Mr. Bimal Kumar Meher was also present in that occasion. The conference was attended by nearly 95 participants.
Region V
Andhra Mahila Sabha School of Informatics (AMSSOI), Andhra Pradesh
1 May 2012: Lecture on “Fractal and Chaos in Computer Science”

Brief Report on 5th Prof R Narasimhan Commemoration Lecture May 1, 2012

The Student Branch organized the 5th Prof R Narasimhan commemoration lecture on May 1, 2012 in the Seminar Hall, Andhra Mahila Sabha School of Informatics (AMSSOI). Dr S Durga Bhavani, Associate Professor, Dept of Computers and Information Sciences, University of Hyderabad was the chief guest and Sh K Rambabu, Secretary CSI-Hyderabad Chapter presided over the session.

K. RamBabu and Dr S Durga Bhavani

The Chief Guest talked about the core idea of Chaos that small changes in initial values cause a huge change in dynamic behavior termed as sensitivity to initial conditions. Chaotic maps have been found to model many complex phenomena including weather patterns. Fractal geometry is used to model natural systems and is used to model complex shapes like clouds, smoke etc. which are highly challenging problems in computer graphics.
Inauguration of CSI STUDENT BRANCH of ATME college of Engineering was held on 17th February 2012 morning. Dr. D S GURU, Associate Professor, Dept. of Studies in Computer Science, University of the Mysore was the Chief Guest, Ms. Madhushree, Ms. Spoorthy and Ms. Anusha rendered Invocation song. Ms. Shruthi P proposed Welcome speech. Ms. Navya S R, Student Branch Chairman briefed about Computer Society Of India through a PowerPoint Presentation. Dr. D S Guru in his Inaugural address emphasized to have Fundamental skills. He advised students to Think Big, Learn big, Grow Big, and accomplish big. He wished that this forum conducts various activities useful not only to engineering students but also to general public in general and rural mass in particular. Prof. K S Srinivasan, principal who presided over the function, advised the student Branch to have regular activities under this banner.

On the occasion Prof. M S Veerendra Kumar, Head of the Department opined that besides academics the need for Technical and Soft Skill is essential. Mr. Sharath Kumar, Student Branch secretary proposed vote of thanks.

On the occasion Oral Quiz and Paper Collage competitions were conducted for the II and IV semester students. Nearly 14 and 20 students participated. The winners are as follows

**Oral Quiz**

I Prize: Mr. Sharat Kumar M K & Mr. Vikas K R  
II Prize: Ms. Kavya E D & Ms. Niveditha K R

**Paper Collage**

I Prize: Ms. Madushree R & Ms. Shruthi S  
II Prize: Ms. Moulya N & Ms. Spoorthy B

The winners were given away the prizes in the valedictory function, held in the evening. Dr. K Srinivasan, Principal and Prof. M S Veerendra Kumar, HOD of CSE who presided over the function as chief guests distributed the prizes for the winners.
CSI’s 47th Foundation Day celebrations were held in reputed DIET Engineering College under DIET CSI Student Branch. The chief guest from Vizag Steel plant Dr. B.Govardhana Reddy attended in this event. And also senior managers of IT department of Vizag Steel also participated.

The celebrations were inaugurated by the Correspondent of the college Sri Dadi Ratnakar, Chief Guest Dr. Govardhana Reddy, A.G.M(IT), Vizag Steel plant, Principal of the college Prof. B. Jagan Mohan Rao, H.O.D. I.T. & DIET CSI SB coordinator Sri. G. Satyanarayana, Sr. Managers of Vizag Steel Plant Smt V.V.Vijaya Lakshmi and Sri. V. Hemasundhar Rao by lightening the lamp followed by cake cutting. On this occasion, DIET C.S.I Student Branch conducted a technical talk on “Industry & Academia” by Dr. Govardhana Reddy. Dr. B. Govardhana Reddy delivered a three hour lecture on Academics relating to IT Industry.

Speaking to students he addressed that how their education is useful in IT Industry. How the IT industry is expecting knowledge from the students of IT. He also said that, the importance of IT education with technical awareness in IT Industry. As a part of this session, he explained how steel plant IT department is working as a real time example. He said that how student has to inculcate the technical skills in IT industry. He explained to students about various job opportunities in different IT industries. Nearly 500 above students participated in this event. On this occasion, Principal Prof. B Jagan Mohan Rao reminds the students about the importance of their technical skills relating to IT industry.

Speaking on this occasion, H.O.D. I.T. & DIET CSI SB Co-ordinator Sri. G. Satyanarayana explained about the importance of C.S.I and the research in computer technology through CSI. He said that CSI is contributing so much for the development of IT sector in India. He said that, CSI is having 70 chapters with 418 student branches and consisting of more than 90000 student members. In DIET CSI branch is having more than 200 CSI members and 10 Faculty life members. He also said that, DIET C.S.I Student Branch is going to organize many more technical programs to sharpen the students with the co-operation of CSI VSP Chapter chairman & CMD Vizag Steel A.P Chowdary and Secretary Paramata Satyanarayana.

On this occasion, Correspondent Sri Dadi Ratnakar addressed the gathering. He said that management always ready to conduct such activities to enhance the student’s technical skills. Dr. Reddy and other seniors managers of Vizag Steel Plant were felicitated on this occasion.
Sri. K. Amarendra, HOD CSE, Sri. K. Vijaya Kumar, HOD EEE, Sri. P. Sharma, Manager also participated.
On 17th March 2012, the department of CSE had organized two guest lectures by Dr. Govindarajulu, Registrar, IIIT Hyderabad and Dr. Suresh Reddy also from IIIT Hyderabad. Dr. Govindarajulu explained about Parallel Computing and its advantages. He also discussed the developments in the Computer technology, including Green Computing which reduces the power rate for an application.

He also discussed –

1. Data level parallelism (DLP)
2. Thread level parallelism (TLP)
3. Request level parallelism (RLP)

Dr. Suresh Reddy also delivered a guest lecture on Parallel Computing. His main focus is on the book Algorithms+Data Structures=Programs written by Nikolus Wirth. He also emphasized on parallel computing techniques implemented using Stencils.

Guest lecture by Dr. Govindarajulu

22 March 2012: A Guest Lecture on “Image Classification and Retrieval”

Dr. Y. Srinivas delivered a wonderful lecture and he explained how Images are stored in computer why we need image classification, clustering and segmentation. He also explained different segmentation techniques and problems with real time examples. In this Guest Lecture nearly 300 students were participated.

Addressing the students by Dr. M.V.L.N. Rajarao
Mr. Ravindra Dastikop inaugurated the workshop and delivered theoretical views on cloud computing. Mr. Gautim Pai conducted practical session. The workshop mainly focussed on the cloud computing concepts for the Final year and Pre-Final year students.
A seminar on web technologies was organized on April 21, 2012 for the students of BE 2/4 CSE with the objectives to motivate the students to work on the mini projects and to comprehend the importance of the mini project work in placements and internship programs. A brief introduction to the various web programming concepts like HTML, XML, JavaScript, PHP and Dream weaver (tool) were focused in order to full fill the above objectives. The session started with the need of internet and web in the real world which has created a excitement within the students to know how the web pages can be designed and managed in real time applications.

A session on HTML was organized by A. Anusha & M. Rohit Reddy students of 3/4 CSE A & B with the objective to make the students understand the structure of HTML program, various tags, creation of tables, lists and use of anchor tag by presenting the demonstration of the above concepts by executing few sample programs.

A session on XML was organized by Y. Sreedevi student of 3/4 CSE B with the objective to make the students understand the syntax of XML document, different attributes & elements, how XML pages can be viewed and also to comprehend the basic difference between XML and HTML.

A session on JavaScript & PHP was organized by V. Phaneendha & K. Srikanth Reddy of 3/4 CSE with the goal to make the students understand the importance of a scripting language in order to design a dynamic webpage and the session has focused on a tool (Dream Weaver) used to design the web pages which supports the web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript and various server side scripting languages.

The seminar concluded by conveying the students of 2/4 CSE A & B to identify the team members in order to work on mini project for I- Sem 2012-2013 and to practice the relevant programming skills needed to develop the code for mini projects.
Inauguration of CSI Student Branch & Two Day’s Workshop on “Ethical Hacking” Under the CSI Student Branch 16-02-12 to 17-02-12 Conducted by Kyrion Digital security Delhi.

We are pleased to inform you that the computer and IT department of our college has inaugurated CSI student branch from 16-02-12. For interaction with CSI, we have successfully organized two days’ workshop on “Ethical Hacking” on 16-02-12 & 17-02-12 under CSI student chapter. Total 125 participants from various colleges have attended the workshop.
Region VI
K K Wagh Institute of Engineering Education & Research (KKWIEER), Nashik
28 April 2012: Guest Lecture on “IndoWordnet and Multilingual Resource Conscious Word Sense Disambiguation”

Speakers at the Event:- Prof. Dr. Pushpak Bhattacharya, IIT Powai Mumbai

“India is a multilingual country where machine translation and cross lingual search are highly relevant problems. These problems require large resources- like wordnets and lexicons- of high quality and coverage. Wordnets are lexical structures composed of synsets and semantic relations. They are linked by semantic relations. IndoWordnet is a linked structure of wordnets of major Indian languages These wordnets have been created by following the expansion approach from Hindi wordnet which was made available free for research in 2006. Since then a number of Indian languages have been creating their wordnets” said Prof. Dr. Pushpak Bhattacharya, IIT Powai Mumbai in his invited talk at K K Wagh Institute of Engineering Education & Research (KKWIEER), Nashik as a part of the very first activity of the year 2012-2013 of CSI Student branch. He provided introduction to IndoWordnet and uncovered important considerations and benefits of IndoWordnet. He also presented the basic methodology of and challenges involved.

DR. Pushpak Bhattacharya on INOWORDNET

Mr. Avinash Shirode, Chairman of CSI Nashik felicitated Prof. Bhattacharya and extended his best wishes to CSI Student branch at KKWIEER. Prof. Dr. Shirish Sane presented the highlights of the College and also the CSI student branch. Ms. Neha Sharma introduced the guest and Ms. Rutuja Jadhav anchored the event.

By Mr. Anand Kolapkar
SBC, CSI Student Branch, KKWIEER, Nashik
**Region VI**  
**Peoples Education Society’s (PES) College of Engineering, Aurangabad**  
**17 April 2012: Software based Project Competition “Soft-Tech”**

Soft-Tech, Software based project Competition was organised by Department of Information Technology in association with our CSI Student Branch on occasion of 121st Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Jayanti. This competition was arranged for final year students of Computer Science and Engineering, Information Technology and Electronics Engineering.

In this year, in our college we have started with CSI Student Branch and this is the first event that was conducted in association with CSI Student Branch. With the permission of guidance of Director Prof. R. S. Bramhane Sir, the said event is organized and publicity was done at all engineering colleges at Aurangabad. Competitions like these are really important for the students as they get the opportunity to present their work, to interface and interact with one another and represent the project via software development life cycle through requirement analysis, design, coding, testing, maintenance phases. The eligibility criteria for the competition were mentioned that the project group should consist of 2-5 students per group. Accordingly a very nice response was received. 21 groups (60 students) registered and participated in the competition.

Director, Prof. R. S. Bramhane, P. E. S. College of Engineering, Chief Guest Mr. Kedar Panase who is the Member of CSI Student chapter (Aurangabad) and Guest of Honour, Mr. Pravin Pawar, Senior Member Technical Staff, Oracle Corporation who is alumni of PESCOE were present for the inaugural function.

Soon after inauguration, the competition was conducted and the projects were judged by Prof. S. B. Kalyankar, Head, Computer Science and Engineering, Deogiri Institute of Engineering and Management Studies, Aurangabad and Prof. R. B. Naik, Head, Computer Science and Engineering, M. I. T. Tech, Aurangabad.

During the Valedictory function, the prizes were given in the following order at the hands of Prof. R. B. Naik:

**First Prize: Mr. Abhijit Choudhary and his team (IT)**
**Second Prize: Mr. Onkar Deshpande and his team (IT) Mr. Lanyo and his team (CSE)**
**Third Prize: Mr. Shujat Ali and his team (IT) and Mr. Krushna Rode and his team (CSE)**

Introduction of the program was given by Prof. Y. S. Pagar, anchoring- Ms. Ketaki Kulkarni and Sneha Varade(SEIT), Summary Report- Mr. Chetan Pagar(BEIT), Vote of Thanks- Prof. V. R. Mote, Mr. Neeraj Deshpande (BEIT).
During the function, Organising Secretary- Prof. Dilip Rathod, the Committee Members- Ms. S. R. Gaikwad, Ms. S. M. Jadhav, Mr. R. K Narawade, Mr. N. L. Shelake, Mr. B. N. Jha, Ms. P. D. Patni, Ms. S. R. Khillare, Ms. L. P. Khobragade, Ms. D. U. Rajput, Ms. K. T. Kanade, and Prof. Murkute, Prof. Sagar Jadhav, Prof. Satish Jadhav, Prof. Losarwar, Prof. Ambekar, Prof. Pingle, Prof. Kakarwal, etc. were present.

All the volunteers with the Director, Prof. R. S. Bramhane and Staff Members
Region VI
*Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology (VIIT), Pune.
23 February 2012: Inauguration and technical talk on “Mobile Application Development”

The CSI VIIT Students Branch of Computer and IT students was formed this year with 325 student members. Its inauguration was held on 23rd February 2012 between 10am and 12pm in the Seminar Room, E building, Vishwakarma Institute Of Information Technology, Pune.

The dignitaries present at the event were as follows:
The chief guest, Mr. Amit Dangle, Chairman Elect of CSI Pune Branch
The guest of honor, Mr. Altaf Rehmani, Redbytes Software
Mr. S.M Umran, Member, Management Committee, VIIT, Pune
Prof. Dr. B.S. Karkare, Principal, VIIT, Pune
Prof. S.R. Sakhar, HOD, IT
Prof. K.H. Wanjale, HOD, Computer Engineering

Heads of other departments, staff of IT and Computer Engineering and CSI student members also attended this function.

Mr. S.M Umran briefed the gathering and the guests about VIIT.
Mr. Amit Dangle, formally announced the inauguration of CSI VIIT Students branch and spoke about the activities under CSI.
Prof. P.R. Rege, the CSI Institute coordinator and SBC, gave vote of thanks.

This was followed by a one hour technical talk on “Mobile Application Development” by Mr. Altaf Rehmani, for the students.
Region VII
A.V.C. College of Engineering, Mannampandal, Tamil Nadu
25 February 2012: One-day Workshop on “Network Protocols and Android”

In the department of CSE, we organized a one day workshop “Network Protocols and Android” under CSI Student Chapter. The workshop was inaugurated by Dr. C. Loganathan, Principal, A.V.C College of Engineering. The department head Prof. T. Anand honored the Resource Person Mr. R. Selvamuthukumar from iGold Technologies, Chennai. All the 2nd, 3rd and final year CSE students attended that workshop.

The morning session was handled by Mr. R. Selvamuthukumar on Android, the design and development. He explained the overview of Android with several distributions. He had given demo with sample games like Angry bird and talking cat. He also touched the design and development of android games using eclipse.

Resource Person Mr. R. Selvamuthukumar along with HOD and Principal.

The afternoon session was taken over by Mr. Ramesh Govindarajan, B.E., Software Quality assurance Engineer, Brocade Communication system Private Limited, Bangalore. He started his session with the basic idea on Network Protocol and narrated all the things with layer 2 and layer 3 Protocols. There was an interactive session with Network Protocols. Finally the session ended with vote of thanks. All the students gained many ideas from the workshop which would be useful for their future.

31 March 2012: One day Seminar on “Research Issues in Data Mining”

The CSI Student Chapter (PG) of AVC College of Engineering organized one day Seminar on 31-03-2012 in the topic of “RESEARCH ISSUES IN DATA MINING”. The Resource Person Mr. R. Suban, Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Annamalai University, Chidambaram, delivered the lecture on research areas in Data Mining. The Resource person shared his insights on the Data Mining Applications in various domains. 120 students attended the Seminar and got benefited from the lecture.
Previously, Dr. S. Selvamuthukumaran, Director, Department of Computer Applications has felicitated the function and honored the resource person by memento. Mrs. M. Hemamalini, Assistant Professor, Mrs. B. Akila, Assistant Professor have coordinated the programme.

CSI Students’ Branch of Jayaram College of Engineering and Technology organized a seminar on “Cloud computing and its security” on 16.03.2012. Dr. N. Kannan, Principal delivered the presidential address. Dr. S. A. Sahaaya Arul Mary, HOD/ CSE & Dean welcomed the gathering and stressed on the current technologies in cloud computing for IT professional. She introduced the resource person Mr. Saravanan Dharmalingam, Solution Architect and Project Manager, Accenture, Bangalore.

Mr. Saravanan highlighted the importance of cloud computing in IT professional and focused his views towards the fact of real problems and demonstration. He discussed the different issues in cloud security and explained the tools available in developing a cloud environment. He gave a demo on how to access cloud resources and taught the concept of parallel running of CentOS and Windows. Eighty students of various departments inside the campus and outsiders actively participated in the program. In this seminar, they learnt about basics of cloud computing, their benefits and security problems. At the end of the programme all the participants were satisfied their knowledge were enriched in Cloud Computing.
Region VII
Paavai Engineering College, Chennai
19 March 2012: Workshop on “Career Orientation for students” and “Smart Ph.D Planning” for staff.

Dr. R.M.Suresh, Vice Principal and Associate Dean (R&D) of RMD Engineering College, Gummidipoondi, Chennai and Chairman CSI Chennai Chapter was the resource person. All third and final year students of CSE and IT who are all the student members of CSI Students’ Chapter attended the ‘Career Orientation’ program on FN session on that day. In the AN session “Smart Ph.D Planning” for Staff. Both the sessions were handled by Dr.R.M.Suresh. Director Administration of Paavai Institutions Prof.K.K.Ramasamy, Principal Dr.C.Jegadheesan and Staff Co-ordinator of CSI chapter Prof.SP.Malarvizhi were on the Inaugural Function.

Students and Staff were benefitted out of it a lot. In Ph.D planning he has given ideas about how to survey papers, write papers for journals and how to write a survey paper.

During Inaugural Function : (L to R) Dr.R.M.Suresh, Dr.C.Jegadheesan, Prof.K.K.Ramasamy, Prof.SP.Malarvizhi.
Region VII
Panimalar Engineering College, Chennai
24 March 2012: PROJECT EXPO 2012

The Project Expo 2012 was a competition between the MCA, B.E (CSE) and B.Tech (IT) branches in association with the CSI – Chennai chapter on project development skills. The event showcased a plethora of projects spread across various domains like RFID, Mobile Application Development, IT Security & Hacking, Image Forensics etc.

The winners were –

I prize (Cash Award of Rs.10,000/-) : D. Rajeswari (III yr MCA)
II prize (Cash Award of Rs.7,500/-) : Antovins.V, Samuel Jabez. R, Saravana Kumar.V (IV yr IT)
III prize (Cash Award of Rs.5,000/-) : Nithish.N.A, Karthikeyan.U, Saravanan.D (IV yr CSE)

Dr. M. Lakshmi & Mr. G. Roy Antony Arnold